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he road twists through a patchwork of olive and emerald pastures bordered by dark pine ;mel
gently rising slopes. Cowbells ding
softly like clock chimes, muflled by an
enthusiastic bird trilling overhcilc!.
Driving through the Franche-Comte,
the bustle of Paris seems like another
world, even Though the area is a mere
2-hour tmin ride away. The FrancheCOinle, a region in the Jura Mountains
of Eastern France neighboring
Switzerland, is famolls for medievill
architecture, Roman ruins, ancient stllt
mines, extensive hiking and biking
trails - and cheese.
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The region is home to several
renowned artisan cheeses: Morbier,
Vacherin Mont d'Or, !lIeu de

Ilaut-Jura, and, or course, Comte. With
one of the longest histories in rranct'
and the largest present-day production
or any rrench AOC (Appellation
d'Origine Contr6lee) cheese - 50,000
tons in 2008 - Comte is unique not
only in its cultural and economic roots
in the region but also in its small-scale,
yet high-yield fabrication methods.

a long history of cooperation
Driving into Miege, a wisp of a
village, is like a trip across centuries.

With iLS narrow streets, ancient stone
buildings and red tiled roofs, it isn't
hard to picture Ihe town as il sLood
hundreds of years ago, when CornIe
first began to be produced here. Today,
Cornie remains al the hearl of the
village's economic struclure.
Comte has had an important role in
village organization Ihroughout the
lura mountains for nearly a thousand
years, beginning in the Middle Ages
when inh(lbiLants began tr<lnsforming
milk into large wheels of cheese thai
could provide nourishment for an
entire family during the long.. harsh
winters. Then called Vachelin, a single

wheel required 500 liters, or 132 gallons, of milk to produce. Too large to
make at home, farmers banded together to form cooperatives, in which they
would bring their milk La a village
fructerie, now known as fruitiere, or
cheeseillaker, who would craft the
wheels of cheese.
This system of cooperative production continues today. Some 3,200
dairy f<lrmers provide the milk for
Corn\(\ which they deliver daily 10
about] 70 fruiLieres. Once the wheels
are made, Lhey gel transported to one
of the region's 20 aging celbrs to
mJLure. This cooperative system is pro-
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tectcd and preserved by Comtc's AOe
designation, which strictly governs not
only where Comte can be made but
also by which methods it's produced.
At the Dole family fann on the Olllskirts of Mh~ge, dairy farmer
Emmanuel Dole shows oIT a muscular
female with a wide ginh and spotted
hide - the Montbeliarde cowexplaining. "'Production for Comtc
starts with this lady.... The
Montbcliarde is the main breed
authorized under AOe regulations to
produce the milk (or Comtc. Each cow
must have at least I hectare - 2'1:
acres - of pasturel,llld to graze. The
nora of the region includes over 435
plants and plays an important role in
the aromatic complexit)' of the milk
and later the cheese. During the cold
months, the cows are stabled and fed
locally harvested hay and fodder, pro~
dueing a whiter and milder cheese.
Each morning and evening.
Emmanuel and his two brothers collect the milk from their 54 cows and
bring it to their local fruiliere, who, by
law, must transform the milk into
cheese within 24 hours. On average,
each fruitiere has 19 members, or local
dairy f<Urns, located within an 8-mite
radius. In Miege, the fruitiere is conveniently located just yards down the
road from the Dole farm, in the hean
of the smnll vdlnge.
In the fClcility, douds of steam from
three copper cauldrons and a sweet,
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yogurt-like aroma of warm milk and
cultures fill the air. The cheesemaker,
dressed in all white, walks briskly from
cauldron to cauldron, dipping his fingers into the curds to check temperature and consistency. Even with the
modern temperature gauges, stainless
steel tubing. plastiC draining molds
and nuorescent overhead lighting. it
isn't hard to picture him going
through the same motions with the
same attentiveness hundreds of years
ago. Every day, 365 days a )'ear, the
Conlle cheese:makers craft the new
wheels of ·white'" cheese. which they
store for three weeks before the wheels
are transferred to one of the region's
special aging cellars.

from the cellar to
the cheese plate
A steep ride through thick evergreen
forests leads to Fort des Rousses.
Originally a vast military fort built by
Napoleon, it was sold in 1997 to
affineur Arnaud luraOeur, who convened the underground vaults into a
ComtC maturing facility.
Entering the underground cellars is
jaw dropping - 55,000 wheels of
ComIc stretdl from noor to ceiling in
the immense: vaulted slone chambers,
casting deep shadows in the dim
silence. The cold, damp air smells
strongly of cheese - nutty, sharp, PUI1gent and sweet. Like a good Bordeaux,
COIlHe needs to age before developil1g

its full arom;ltic potential. Tile law
requires it be aged for at least four
mOl1lhs but is ofren aged for nine to
18 months, or even longer. 11 depends
on the particular wheel and the aim of
the affineur.
Since each wheel is slightly unique
depending on its tenoir and the
season in which it was made. the
affineur and his small staff must taste
the wheels regularly - they often
taste about 200 wheels a day. They'll
then tramJer the wheels to different
temperature cellars if needed to either
speed up or slow down maturation.
A machine regularly turns the
SO-pound wheels and rubs them
with a brine solution. which forms
the protective rind.
After it's aged, the texture of the
COl1lte will have gone from grainy and
elastic to smooth and creamy, and its
aromas will have emerged. Comte's
subtle nature belies a diverse range
of potential aromas. The Comite
1l1lerprofessionnel du Comtc has
identified 83 common descriptors
that correspond to the aromas in
COlnle, which valY from wheel to
wheel, depending on the region
where the cheese was made, the
season it was produced, the style of
the affineur, and the time it spent
aging. t\ younger COlllle, for instance,
will typically have more fruity and
lactic aromas - bUller, fresh cream,
soft caramel - whereas older Canlles
have nuttier and sharper aromas roasted nuts, citrus, toasl.
Comte's subtlety and diversity
makes it an extremely versatile
cheese, and in the Jura. it's not hard
to find it at nearly every meal. The
region is known for its mountain
cuisine - wild game. morel mushrooms, fresh trout and smoked meats.
SpeciaiLies include poulel nu vin jaune
(chicken and morels in a creamy sauce
made with local wine), potato rosti
(a large potato pancake), fondue,
escalope de veau belle comtoise
(breaded venl baked with thin slices
of ham and COrnIe), sausisse de
morteau (a smoked pork sausage)
and bresi (cured beef that's thinly
sliced like prosciutto).
Comte is melted into the region's
fondues and vegetable gratins, tossed
into snlads. paired with the local chilr-

THE COMTE GRADING SCALE
Before a wheel of Cornte can be sold
to the market. it must first be evaluated
according to several criteria. including
flavor (the aromas and taste of the
cheese). paste quality (referring to the
interior. or non-rind portion of the
cheese. which should be homogenous in
color and texture). opening (the eyes that
can appear in the paste. which should be
minimal but well-defined if present) and
presentation (wheels should have a
regular form and a yellow to brown rind
without spots). The wheel is then graded
on a scale of I to 20. Wheels that score
over 15 points are given the green Comte
band. Those that score between 12 and
IS are given a brown Comle band. Those
that score under 12 are not allowed to
bear the Comte seal.

cuterie. baked into breads and biscuits,
and served with nuts or dried fruit for
dessert. In a perfen example of "what
grows together goes together," it also
makes a spectilcular match for the
unique wines of the region, from the
creamy Chardonnays to the sherry-like
Vin Jaunc, made with the local
Savagnin grape.
A drive ncross the countryside leads
to Port-Lesner and the Chateau de
Cermigney. an 18th century manor
that has been a member of the Hdais

and Chateaux llotel Croup since 1999.
Tile elegant decor and manicured gardens are a reminder that beyond its
farmland and cellars, the FrancheCOIlHe offers an array of pleasures yet
to be discovered. It's a marvelous setling to savor a spectacular meill in the
hotel's Michelin-starred restaurant, finishing with a few slices of aged Comte,
fresh walnuts and a glass ofVin Jaune.
Nothing could be simpler or more satisfying, a Oawless combination
wrought by centuries of tradition. CC
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